PROPER FIT AND APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR ANTI-EMBOLISM STOCKINGS

Sizing Is Not Standardized In The Market
Proper measuring, size selection and application are essential to the clinical efficacy of any anti-embolism stocking. Encompass anti-embolism stocking product lines make it easy with an integrated color-coding system and clinician-friendly features.

All anti-embolism stockings and packaging are free of natural rubber latex.

For more information, visit www.DVTSTAR.com
**PROPER FIT AND APPLICATION OF ANTI-EMBOLISM STOCKINGS**

Encompass provides color-coded tape measures as a value-added benefit. One side is used to measure circumference and the other is used to measure length.

**KNEE LENGTH**
- **Size:** Circumference of “B”
- **Length:** Distance from Bend of Knee to Bottom of Heel

**THIGH LENGTH**
- **Size:** Circumference of “A” & “B”
- **Length:** Distance from “A” to Bottom of Heel

**METHOD - REVERSE FOLD**
- **STEP 1:** Place stocking on outstretched arm
- **STEP 2:** Fold top of stocking down toward fingertips
- **STEP 3:** Gather stocking to toe
- **STEP 4:** Pull stocking over foot
- See back for final fitting instructions.

**METHOD - PACKAGE ASSIST**
- **STEP 1:** Open package at perforation
- **STEP 2:** Place package over foot
- **STEP 3:** Gather stocking to toe
- **STEP 4:** Put stocking over package/foot and draw over heel
- **STEP 5:** Pull package through toe port to remove
- See back for final fitting instructions.

**METHOD - STANDARD**
- **STEP 1:** Gather length of stocking down to heel
- **STEP 2:** Stretch stocking open and fit over foot and heel
- See back for final fitting instructions.

---

Knee Length:
- **Size:** Circumference of “B”
- **Length:** Distance from Bend of Knee to Bottom of Heel

Thigh Length:
- **Size:** Circumference of “A” & “B”
- **Length:** Distance from “A” to Bottom of Heel